Climate Change
Deception
Two graphs that reveal
the intentional deception
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Figure 7.1: Schematic diagrams of global temperature variations
since the Pleistocene on three time scales (a) the last million
years (b) the last ten thousand years and (c) the last thousand
years The dotted line nominally represents conditions near the
beginning of the twentieth century
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Figure 2.20: Millennial Northern Hemisphere (NH) temperature reconstruction (blue) and instrumental data (red) from AD 1000 to 1999, adapted
from Mann et al. (1999). Smoother version of NH series (black), linear trend from AD 1000 to 1850 (purple-dashed) and two standard error limits
(grey shaded) are shown.
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Mann et al., 1999, reconstruction (annual mean, full hemisphere)
Mann et al, 1999, reconstruction (annual mean, 30°N to 70°N latitude band)
Jones et al, 1998, reconstruction (summer, extra-tropical emphasis)
Briffa, 2000, reconstruction (tree-ring density only, summer, extra-tropical)

The original 1990 graph of the historical
record included the Medieval warm period
and the Little Ice Age.
In the 2001 report, Michael Mann included
only manipulated data which eliminated the
Medieval warm period and the Little Ice
Age in order to show a relative straight line
up until the present when it increased
significantly to give it the appearance of a
hockey stick.

The previous report contradicts the later
report which proves they manipulated the
data.
Their own reports prove that they are not
scientists looking for the truth, but are
ideologues that are willing to lie to the
public and manipulate data in order to
achieve their political ends.
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